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While it is important to examine the individual components of what is an increasingly 
pervasive and unregulated source of commercial surveillance in the “Big Data” era, such 
as in-store tracking of consumers, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) must place this 
one use of mobile tracking in a larger context. Such tracking is but one part of a more 
elaborate and increasingly seamless “always-on” collection apparatus that operates across 
devices and user experiences. This surveillance is invisible to most consumers and 
connected to a range of other practices such as “hyper-local” targeting, multi-screen 
tracking, and data broker-driven offline and online “connected recognition” and data on-
boarding services.1 Current self-regulatory approaches are ineffective and do a disservice 
to consumers by falsely claiming to provide privacy protection and user control. The FTC 
should issue a set of recommendations to govern cross-platform marketing that includes 
mobile devices. This is urgently required as intrusive geo-locational data-gathering 
practices, some of which raise concerns about the potential for new forms of “digital 
redlining” and other discriminatory practices, dramatically expand during the next few 
years.2 We believe it is especially important for the FTC to examine how geo-location 
tracking is being used to identify people by race, ethnicity, economic class, and by their 
age (such as young people and seniors). The FTC should also reiterate its call for 
Congress to enact meaningful omnibus privacy legislation. 
 
There are several intersecting developments that contribute to the integrated cross-
platform and location-aware data tracking system now in operation.3 The rapid adoption 
of mobile devices and mobile data-driven marketing practices enables companies both to 
collect data and to reach individual consumers at any time.4 Mobile ad spending in the 
U.S. is growing dramatically, said to reach $9.6 billion in 2013 (making up nearly 25 
percent of total digital ad spending), and eMarketer predicts it will reach $35.62 billion 
by 2017.5 Advertising and commerce e-practices on the mobile platform have matured, 
and are now linked to an array of related user-targeting practices involving real-time geo-
location, in-store and social media marketing, and more.6  
 
Increasingly, through in-store “beacon” and related check-in services, consumers are 
being rewarded or persuaded (including through “gamefication” techniques) to surrender 
their personal information.7 More critical is the growing role of the mobile device as a 
primary financial instrument, such as mobile wallets, and the linking of location-aware 
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apps to various credit and payment systems. The merging of geo-location targeting with 
mobile-related payment data (including from loyalty programs), and with social media 
and data-broker information, will soon create a perfect “privacy storm” that threatens the 
privacy, security, and, in many ways, the autonomy of consumers.8 
 
The role of mobile as the leading digital device has created new opportunities—but also 
challenges—for marketers. To help ensure they can access mobile user information as 
easily as they now do on PC-based platforms, as well as blunt the growing controversies 
over tracking and the use of “cookies” (which is best observed in the contentious “Do-
Not-Track debate), marketers are developing universal approaches for comprehensive 
profiling of individuals. Companies such as Google are developing an “AdID,” which, as 
analysts note, “could enable cross-device tracking and targeting, clean up opt-out and 
cookie-deletion issues and, in all likelihood, increase the targetable universe of users 
significantly as compared to the current third-party cookie norm.”9 The growing adoption 
of “Big Data”-related data management platforms (DMPs), either in-house or in the 
“cloud,” which integrate all the data and transactions of a consumer, is also contributing 
to the current expansion of data-gathering practices. Companies desire to collect, analyze 
and make actionable data on every “channel” a consumer uses.10  
 
Advances in device-identification technologies increasingly enable the tracking of a 
consumer across multiple devices. As Ad Monsters recently explained about the 
implications of device identification, “Never before has digital tracking become so 
personal and never before has the argument for consumer privacy controls been so 
compelling.”11 Device recognition on mobile devices is both helping marketers and 
developers scrutinize the “path that led a consumer to take an action” and giving them the 
ability to both target and retarget a consumer. The cross-platform tracking of users 
reveals that focusing solely on one platform, such as mobile, is insufficient when 
addressing Internet privacy. A user who does not engage at first on a mobile device can 
be relentlessly pursued and retargeted online elsewhere. Among the companies engaged 
in device ID tracking is Drawbridge, which has “developed a statistical algorithm to 
match users’ cookies with their devices. Using our algorithm we are able to match, within 
levels of confidence, the device ids belonging to a person represented by a cookie and a 
browser and vice versa. We run our algorithm daily to match device ids in our mobile 
advertising network with the desktop cookies we receive from our partners … . We have 
accumulated cookies that are matched to over 500 million devices in our current 
database.”12 Others are engaged in device tracking, such as AdBrain (which “creates a 
single customer profile by modeling billions rich desktop, mobile and tablet data sets”); 
MdotM’ (whose “cross-device retargeting technology enables advertisers to reach users 
as they navigate from one device to another”); Kochava (which claims it can “track even 
the untrackable”; “[w]hen no device identifiers are provided by a publisher or a network, 
[it] automatically engages its fingerprinting system …”).13 
 
In order to understand the discrete uses of mobile tracking at the retail level, we must first 
understand the vast data-gathering “forest” of which mobile tracking is but one arboreal 
species in the real-time data-driven digital targeting era.14 Individual consumers are 
influenced by a range of devices at various times, confronting a range of marketing 
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techniques. Google’s so-called “Zero Moment of Truth” is based on marketers taking 
advantage of the critical period when consumers’ thinking or behavior can be effectively 
influenced—including those times when they are on mobile devices.15 A robust field of 
“shopper sciences” that helps identify how to engage a consumer along the “path to 
purchase,” and incorporates digital marketing practices, lies at the center of today’s geo-
location tracking.16 Beyond targeted search and other ads linked to purchases, consumer 
experiences are also shaped by communications with their friends, who are often the 
target of social commerce campaigns that identify and “activate” individual consumers to 
engage in various behaviors (such as urging friends to like a product, for example). Our 
social behaviors are monitored and often deliberately shaped to help create “fans” and 
“followers, ” and to identify how social-oriented commerce affects in-store and online 
sales.17 Advances in measurement increasingly link exposure to digital advertising or 
marketing to actual offline sales.18 
 
This comment is designed to raise some of the key concerns we believe the FTC should 
review as it further examines retail and related in-store tracking. It is not meant to be 
comprehensive, but to underscore that in order for the FTC to protect the public it will 
have to address the full dimensions and range of practices of the contemporary digital 
marketing landscape. 
 
In addressing in-store and related hyper-local targeting of consumers, the commission 
should incorporate the following points in its analysis: 
 
1. Industry research on mobile devices and its impact on users privacy and 
consumer behavior 
 
The commission needs to assess the significant body of industry-sponsored research that 
has documented the unique relationship an individual has with a mobile device. These 
studies, many conducted by leading companies and associations working in the mobile 
marketplace, provide critical insights on user expectations and behavior. Google in 
particular has engaged in a wide-ranging series of research, market-conduct, and case 
studies related to the mobile environment. For example, a 2011 Google study entitled 
“The Mobile Movement,” designed to “[g]ain a deep understanding of smartphone user 
behavior,” identified that these devices, already “embedded into daily life,” were an 
“always on companion” often used while “consuming other media.” Mobile has 
transformed “everyday shopping behavior,” Google explained, noting as well that the 
mobile user is influenced by a range of services and experiences, including “word of 
mouth,” online and mobile advertising, in-store experiences, and by other media.19 
 
Google’s anthropological research on mobile users from October 2012, “The Meaning of 
Mobile,” was designed to answer the following questions: “We can’t live without apps, 
maps and email on the go, but what we don’t know is why. Why does the ringing of 
mobile phones trigger the same brain waves as love, for example? And why do we feel 
them vibrating even when they’re missing? What do these devices mean to us that they 
make us lovesick?” An anthropologist interviewed “dozens of ordinary mobile device 
owners [to] observe them as they interacted with their smartphones.” The study found 
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that “[o]ur mobile devices help us fully actualize our best self, or what we call the 
Quicksilver Self; they engage us to create a shared culture, the New Tribalism; and they 
help us make sense of the physical world around us, an act we describe as Placemaking. 
Understanding the deeper level at which individuals, customers, are finding meaning in 
mobile will enable marketers to put this powerful medium to best use.”20 (Yahoo, 
Microsoft, the Mobile Marketing Association, the Interactive Advertising Bureau, and 
many others have also conducted mobile studies.) The research suggests that mobile 
devices are viewed as extensions of our selves, raising fundamental questions about how 
mobile communications affect our privacy and consumer decision-making.21 
 
 
2. Mobile device tracking is part of a growing, integrated cross-platform user 
targeting and monetization system. It is the desire to reach an individual 
“anytime/anywhere” that contributes to growing privacy threats. 
 
Marketers recognize that individuals are engaging across devices (or platforms), often 
simultaneously. Advertisers and retailers want to be able to reach the same person, 
regardless of whether that individual is on a mobile, gaming, personal computer, or 
(increasingly) a television.22 As a recent comScore “Marketing to the Multi-platform 
Majority” report explains, “With digital media usage occurring at scale on so many 
platforms, there is an overarching challenge to integrate content, advertising and 
measurement across disparate screens. … In April 2013 for the first time, more than half 
of digital consumers in the U.S. engaged on both computers and mobile devices.”23  
 
Google understands how the multi-screen experience has transformed consumer behavior, 
including the role for mobile. It notes in its “The New Multi-Screen World Study” that 
“Today 90% of our media consumption occurs in front of a screen. As consumers balance 
their time between smartphones, tablets, PCs and televisions, they are learning to use 
these devices together to achieve their goals. This multi-screen behavior is quickly 
becoming the norm, and understanding it has become an imperative for businesses.” 
Google makes the following recommendations to its marketing customers: 
 

• The prevalence of sequential usage makes it imperative that businesses enable 
customers to save their progress between devices. Saved shopping carts, signed-in 
experiences or the ability to email progress to oneself helps keep consumers 
engaged, regardless of device used to get to you.  

• During simultaneous usage, content viewed on one device can trigger specific 
behavior on the other. Businesses should therefore not limit their conversion goals 
and calls to action to only the device where they were initially displayed.  

• Most of the time when TV is watched, another screen is being used. These 
instances present the opportune time to convey your message and inspire action. 
A business's TV strategy should be closely aligned and integrated with the 
marketing strategies for digital devices.24 
 

Yahoo has also developed approaches to ensure that it can target users across devices 
with such sequential messaging.25 Facebook, with its growing mobile platform, enables 
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its partners to engage in cross-platform targeting as well. Using “app user IDs” a retailer 
can “reach someone on Facebook desktop who earlier in the day browsed your mobile 
app and expressed interest in purchasing by adding items to their cart … . Thanks to 
custom audience targeting with app user IDs, marketers can now effectively connect their 
remarketing and reengagement efforts on mobile to desktop.”26  
 
Companies like comScore, Nielsen, and others have developed cross-platform 
“Campaign Ratings” systems to help measure the impact of media and advertising in this 
environment, including the mobile platform.27 comScore’s “Media Metrix Multi-
platform,” system, for example, “provides an unduplicated accounting of audiences 
across desktop computers, smartphones and tablets.”28 Nielsen explains that “Advertisers 
already understand the emergent need in cross platform measurement … . [T]hey know 
that video is moving across platforms, and it’s only becoming more pervasive with time. 
In addition, advertisers recognize that achieving reach by connecting with desired 
audiences is only effective when messages resonate and cause desired audiences to react 
at the point of sale.”29  
 
The measurement variables that accompany the mobile device user are just one 
illustration of how surveillance methodologies are “baked” into our consumer 
experiences. Mobile analytics identify, track, measure, and can help make actionable a 
wide array of user behaviors, and the commission should address the use of such 
technology as it follows up on its workshop. For example, Kontagent promises marketers 
and developers that they can use their analytics solutions to “[t]rack user behavior across 
time.”Kontagent’s kSuite DataMine product, for example, “makes it possible to answer 
questions such as: 
 

• What last three actions did users take before they uninstalled or failed to return? 
• What last five behaviors did users exhibit before purchasing virtual goods? 
• What are the purchase habits of my highest-value gamers or users? 
• Who are my most viral users, and how can I use that information to attract more 

of them?30 
 
Mobile data provide marketers access to a rich vein of actionable information. For 
example, Verizon’s “Precision Marketing Insights” reveals how companies with mobile 
data have created strategies to analyze and monetize that information. As Verizon 
explains, “The more you know about where your audiences go and what they like in both 
the physical and digital worlds, the better you can tailor communications and 
opportunities.” Verizon offers “audience and location measurement, mobile marketing, 
and predictive analytics based on customers’ shopping habits, interests, travel patterns, 
and mobile browsing trends … . Gather meaningful data about customers’ shopping 
habits in and around your locations.” Verizon uses this information to help marketers 
“[t]arget mobile advertising (browser and in-app) to defined audiences using criteria such 
as postal addresses, ZIP codes, demographics, or interest attributes.”31 Verizon Precision 
Insights is also used to target individuals at specific locations, such as sporting events and 
other venues.32  
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3. The tracking of consumers’ behavior and interactions on mobile devices is also 
connected to the collection of their data on other platforms or channels for 
“attribution” purposes.  
 
Consumers are unaware that their privacy is compromised so advertisers and agencies 
can decide how much “credit” (used for billing purposes) should be assigned to the 
various “marketing-driven” interactions and “brand-impressed” touchpoints that may 
have led to a sale or other desired behavior (reflecting that the “last click” no longer 
serves as a reliable measure). As eMarketer explains, “the need for more sophisticated 
cross-platform attribution has come to the forefront of late, thanks to the growing number 
of digital channels, platforms, and ad formats marketers must utilize to reach the right 
consumer at the right time.”33 
 
“In the mobile arena, ” says Google, “attribution refers to the measurement of user 
events—an app install, repeat app launch, level completion, in app purchase, etc.—that 
are a result of marketing activity.”34 It notes in a discussion of mobile app attribution 
practices that “In the online advertising world marketing attribution already has its tried 
and true methods: cookies, pixel tags and appending custom parameters to the URL. 
Therefore, it is fairly easy to set up integrated marketing campaigns to determine which 
visitor came from which source …. ”35 For non-Android devices, Google recommends 
using “universal” attribution methods such as “unique identifier matching: matching the 
unique identifiers from the install to a click … an automated and real-time way of 
comparing clicks to installs. … Attribution using unique identifiers enables 1:1 matching 
of click to install where identifiers can be passed app to app.” It also suggests “device 
fingerprinting,” which  

 
works by redirecting a user through a tracking link and collects the publicly 
available HTTP headers about the device. This information is used to create a 
fingerprint about the click of the tracking link. When a user installs the mobile 
app, the SDK collects the same data points from within the mobile app and sends 
it to the platform. The platform generates the fingerprint of the install and then 
searches for clicks with the matching fingerprint. The last click with a matching 
fingerprint is then used to attributed the install. Whereas identifier matching is 
implemented for app to app tracking, device fingerprinting is used for web to app 
tracking as the publishing app in app to app cannot actually pass device 
identifiers.36 

 
Google’s “MobileAppTracking combines these different attribution methods into a single 
unified solution.37 
 
Marketers and advertising companies are expanding their work to develop attribution 
methods, providing additional ways to track everything a consumer does. The 
commission should review the role that attribution plays in the data collection experience 
of consumers. 
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4. Data-driven programmatic advertising technologies (real-time bidding) creates a 
tracking linkage across devices, including mobile. Offline and online data are 
increasingly merged and used. 
 
As CDD has explained, real-time bidding (RTB) methodologies raise crucial privacy and 
consumer-protection issues.38 Behavioral targeting is now incorporated inside 
sophisticated advertising technologies, part of an array of data collected on individual 
users.  The ability to track specific users across the digital media universe and sell access 
to target them in milliseconds—the principal goal of the RTB apparatus—is at the core of 
cross-platform tracking. Mobile devices are firmly established in this arena, with mobile-
specialized RTB operators such as MoPub (now owned by Twitter), Nexage, and the 
operations of Google, Amazon, and others now commonplace.39 MillenialMedia’s mobile 
RTB system, for example, enables mobile consumers to be targeted using “location, 
carrier, device ID, user IP address, publisher information, and more.” These parameters 
are part of the mobile exchange’s use of “complex, 360° user profiles” that are made 
operational through “real-time decisioning” applications. Consumers who have used their 
mobile device for transactions involving a credit card, or who have made purchases 
where their “history” has been analyzed, may find themselves targeted by such a mobile 
RTB system.40 Accordingly, the role of programmatic buying of consumers across 
platforms must be included in the FTC’s privacy analysis.41 
 
Today, consumer profiles are developed that include so-called first-, second-, and third-
party data, linking our online and offline selves. This filing will not address the 
purposeful and disingenuous claim that such data profiles of individuals are “anonymous.” 
It is not the case, and the commission should reject such absurd claims. Companies say 
much of what they now do is “privacy compliant,” hiding behind the falsehood that 
cookies and all the other ways they collect and analyze data aren’t linked to an actual 
person. Such distortions should not be tolerated. Real people are being tracked and 
targeted. 
 
Geo-location targeting is also able to take advantage of the practice of so-called data “on-
boarding,” which merges an individual’s residence and other offline information with 
online data, such as an email address. Companies such as LiveRamp perform “1-to-1 
exact user matching” of such information, working with a vast number of data brokers 
and also merging CRM data. (Datalogix is also engaged in the merging of offline and 
online data so consumers can be more effectively tracked and then targeted.)42 
Companies such as Semcasting say they can “connect the full range of marketing touch 
points with the analytic, profiling, data enhancement and cross-platform onboarding 
requirements needed to bring offline audiences online for display or mobile advertising 
campaigns. … Now all customer and prospect data types—regardless of the platform of 
origin—can be linked together by our Smart Zones … . [and] use postal addresses, email 
addresses or IP addresses to generate audience lists that can be appended with more than 
500 data elements—ranging from consumer affluence, home values, life stage, product 
ownership and social profiles to business headcount, revenue … .”43 Mobile user 
information is a feature of this cross-platform and data-experience system; Semcasting’s 
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partnership with “Human Demand provides real-time access to more than 65 billion 
mobile impressions each month on smartphones and tablets.”44  
 
LiveRamp and Datalogix also reflect the growth of the commercial data consolidation 
“complex” that has emerged, with data brokers pooling their datasets, in real-time, so a 
consumer can be better targeted. For example, Datalogix’s partners include a “who 
knows who” set of companies engaged in the identification and analysis of consumers for 
profiling purposes, including Google, Facebook, eXelate, MediaMath, DataXU, and 
Criteo.45 The merging of CRM with external information (the use of first-, second-, and 
third-party data) is a key feature of the mobile and broader profiling landscape, made 
more efficient through data management platforms (DMPs).46 There is a growing number 
of companies tying together consumers’ online and geo-location information for profiling 
and targeting purposes.47 
 
 
5. Sophistication of geo-location tracking methodologies, such as location analytics, 
raises serious privacy concerns and the potential for discriminatory practices.  
 
The growth of hyper-local targeting is spurring new forms of segmentation of individuals 
and their distinct communities. The country is being broken up into highly discrete areas 
that are mapped to identify unique characteristics—beyond actual location. The use of 
these so-called “tiles” raises profound concerns. For example, PlaceIQ explains that 
“What we do is map data from multiple sources onto a grid of tiles that cover every 
square foot of the US. Each tile is 100 meters by 100 meters, and we inject third-party 
demographic information about that area into the tile, as well as data on what’s physically 
located there—points of interest like parks and airports, tourist attractions, retailers, 
stadiums, and so forth. Then, we connect that data with where a mobile device is in real 
time, or where it has recently been, to build unique audience segments for brands to 
target.”48 
 
These tiles help generate a “score” on an individual that becomes part of a data profile. In 
a patent application, Place IQ describes the “process of profiling a user of a mobile 
computing device, the process including: obtaining a location history of a user, the 
location history being based on signals from a mobile computing device of the user; 
obtaining a location-attribute score of a location identified in, or inferred from, the 
location history; determining, with a computer, a user-attribute score based on the 
location-attribute score; and storing the user-attribute score in a user-profile datastore.”49 
Mobile users are largely unaware of the extent that data gathering is connected to their 
location and behavior. Catalina Marketing, for example, tells consumer product goods 
(CPG) manufacturers that “… Catalina Mobile delivers the unprecedented opportunity to 
engage your most important customers on-the-go and in-the-aisle. We understand and 
reach them at the most critical times—the point of decision. Catalina Mobile redefines 
the retail shopping experience by combining personalized promotions delivered in the 
aisle and comprehensive mobile self-checkout on a customer's smartphone.” Among the 
advantages promised to CPG companies are “Personalized brand engagement based on 
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purchase history, in-store location and real-time basket contents,” and “A truly integrated 
shopping experience that converges the physical store with the customer’s smartphone.”50  
 
The use of geo-fencing, “geobehavioral targeting,” “geo-cookies” and the role of location 
analytics, especially when integrated into broader data gathering, requires action by the 
FTC.51 As we will document for the forthcoming “Alternative Scoring Products” 
workshop, geo-location data are being made actionable at real-time events as well as used 
to make a range of critical decisions about an individual (whether they are credit worthy, 
seeking some product or service linked to sensitive concerns, etc.). These privacy and 
consumer-protection concerns extend beyond the individual to their communities and 
neighborhoods as well. The commission should examine the impact location-driven data 
gathering has on the financial health and consumer well-being of distinct communities, 
especially those in which its residents may suffer economically or due to other factors 
(such as age). 
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